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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA 
 

THE FLORIDA BAR, 
 
             Complainant, 
 
vs. 
 
JOSE G. OLIVEIRA, 
  
          Respondent. 

Supreme Court Case 
No. SC22-582 
 
The Florida Bar File 
No. 2021-30,374 (9B) 
 
 

 
ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 

 
Respondent, JOSE G. OLIVEIRA (“Respondent”), hereby files his Answer and 

Affirmative Defenses to the Complaint filed by the Complainant, THE FLORIDA BAR 

(“Complainant”), and states as follows: 

1- Respondent admits the allegations set forth in Paragraph 1 of the Complaint.  

2- Respondent admits the allegations set forth in Paragraph 2 of the Complaint.  

3- Respondent lacks sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the allegations set forth in 

Paragraph 3 of the Complaint.  

4- As to Paragraph 4 of the Complaint, Respondent denies the allegations as phrased. 

Respondent admits that he received a telephone call, but Respondent denies rest of the 

allegations.  

5- As to Paragraph 5 of the Complaint. Respondent denies the allegations as phrased. Mr. 

Oliveira admits that Dr. Gonzalez stated that he wanted to sue Omar Gonzalez but denies 

the rest of the allegations. 

6- Respondent denies the allegations set forth in Paragraph 6 of the Complaint.  

7- Respondent admits the allegations set forth in Paragraph 7 of the Complaint.  

8- Respondent denies the allegations set forth in Paragraph 8 of the Complaint.  
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9- Respondent denies the allegations as phrased. Respondent admits that he requested Dr. 

Gonzalez to email him a copy of the contract but denies the rest of the allegations. 

10- Respondent denies the allegations set forth in Paragraph 10 of the Complaint.  

11- Respondent denies the allegations as phrased. Respondent admits that he received an email 

from Dr. Gonzalez with a document attached. Respondent admits that he attempted to open the 

attachment but was unable to open the document that was attached. Respondent admits that he 

contacted Dr. Gonzalez and told Dr. Gonzalez that he was unable to represent him due to a conflict 

of interest.  

12- Respondent lacks sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the allegations set forth in 

Paragraph 12 of the Complaint.   

13- Respondent denies the allegations as phrased. Respondent admits that he filed a Notice of 

Appearance of Counsel on behalf of defendants Omar Gonzalez and Mayra Hernandez-Rodriguez 

in Case Number 2019-CA-11442-O.  

14- Respondent denies the allegations as phrased. Respondent admits that Dr. Gonzalez filed 

a Motion to Disqualify Respondent as counsel for Omar Gonzalez and Mayra Hernandez-

Rodriguez.  

15- Respondent admits the allegations set forth in Paragraph 15 of the Complaint.  

16- Respondent denies the allegations set forth in Paragraph 16 including subparts (a), (b) and 

(c).  

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
 

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE I – RESPONDENT DID NOT VIOLATE RULE 4-1.16(A)(1) 
BECAUSE HE DECLINED REPRESENTING DR. GONZALEZ 
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As a first affirmative defense, Respondent asserts that he conducted a conflict check and 

declined to represent Dr. Gonzalez. Respondent asserts that he declined to represent Dr. Gonzalez 

due to a conflict of interest.  

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE II – RESPONDENT DID NOT VIOLATE  
RULE 4-1.18 (C) BECAUSE HE DID NOT RECEIVE INFORMATION FROM DR. 

GONZALEZ THAT COULD BE USED TO HIS DISADVANTAGE 
 

 
 As a second affirmative defense, Respondent admits that Dr. Gonzalez became a 

prospective client by consulting with Respondent about the possibility of forming a client-lawyer 

relationship but denies that he received any information that could be used to the disadvantage of 

Dr. Gonzalez in the matter.  

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE III – THE DISQUALIFICATION OF RESPONDENT AS 
COUNSEL IS NOT EVIDENCE OF A VIOLATION OF A FLORIDA BAR RULE 

 
As a third affirmative defense, Respondent asserts that disqualification in litigation does 

not equate to a violation of a Florida Bar rule.  

“The court made it clear that disqualification is not the equivalent of a finding of 

professional misconduct, by pointing out that its decision in State Farm v. K.A.W., 575 So.2d 630 

(Fla. 1991) in no way implied ethical misconduct on the part of the lawyers who were disqualified.” 

68 Florida Bar Journal 4, 14 (April 1994) (discussing State Farm v. K.A.W., 575 So.2d 630 (Fla. 

1991)).  

As such, the fact that Dr. Gonzalez’s motion to disqualify Respondent in the litigation was 

granted does not equate to Respondent having violated the Bar Rule regarding prospective clients. 

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE IV – DR. GONZALEZ SIGNED AND DATED A 
COMPLAINT AGAINST RESPONDENT BEFORE RESPONDENT HAD FILED A 

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE  
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As a fourth affirmative defense, Respondent asserts that Dr. Gonzalez’s Bar Complaint 

predated Respondent’s representation of Omar Gonzalez and Mayra Hernandez-Rodriguez in Case 

Number 2019-CA-11442-O.   

On October 18, 2020, Dr. Gonzalez signed and dated a Florida Bar Inquiry/Complaint 

Form against Respondent related to Dr. Gonzalez’s case. (Received by The Florida Bar on 

December 21, 2020, per stamp on copy of Inquiry/Complaint Form). (See Exhibit “A”).  By 

signing and dating the form, Dr. Gonzalez acknowledged that, under penalties of perjury, he 

declared that foregoing facts (Part Three – Facts/Allegations) are true, correct and complete. Yet 

again, as of that date, Respondent had not filed a notice of appearance in Complainant’s lawsuit 

against Mr. Omar. Respondent’s Notice of Appearance was not filed until October 27, 2020.  

 Notice that Dr. Gonzalez had signed and dated the Florida Bar Complaint before 

Respondent filed his Notice of Appearance in Dr. Gonzalez’s lawsuit.  Respondent asserts that Dr. 

Gonzalez filed the Complaint with the Florida Bar and the motion to disqualify Respondent as 

counsel for the Defendants was purely a legal tactic to harass Defendants’ counsel and to 

encourage the Defendants’ counsel to withdraw from the representation of the Defendants. See 

Yang Enters., Inc. v. Georgalis, 988 So. 2d 1180, 1183 (Fla. 1st DCA 2008) (Stating that “[s]uch 

motions are generally viewed with skepticism because . . . they are often interposed for tactical 

purposes.”) 

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE V – DR. GONZALEZ KNEW THAT ANY POTENTIAL 
REPRESENTATION WAS SUBJECT TO A CONFLICT-OF-INTEREST CHECK 

 
As a fifth affirmative defense, Respondent asserts that Dr. Gonzalez was aware that any 

potential representation was subject to a conflict check. Respondent told Dr. Gonzalez that he will 

have to check if he had a conflict of interest but asked Dr. Gonzalez to send him the contract.  Dr. 
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Gonzalez sent an email with attachment(s) to Respondent.  Respondent received the email but was 

not able to open the attachment(s).   

Since Dr. Gonzalez asked whether there is a conflict of interest, Dr. Gonzalez knew that 

any representation was subject to a conflict-of-interest check, and any information provided was 

subject to the conflict-of-interest check.  Respondent limited the phone call to only information 

that was reasonably necessary for the purpose of conducting a conflict-of-interest check.  The next 

day Respondent found that there was a conflict of interest, and he declined the representation of 

Dr. Gonzalez. 

DENIAL OF ALLEGATIONS NOT SPECIFICALLY ADMITTED 

Respondent finally denies that he violated any rules and respectfully requests this 

Honorable Court dismiss the Complaint or enter a judgment on the pleadings, as the Complaint 

fails to allege any facts in the four corners of the Complaint in which a violation of the rules stated 

could be found. Further, Respondent further denies any and all allegations that are not specifically 

admitted and demands strict proof thereof. 

WHEREFORE, the Respondent, JOSE G. OLIVEIRA, respectfully requests that the 

Bar’s Complaint be dismissed, that he be found not guilty of the rule violations pled in the Bar’s 

Complaint and that he be awarded his costs in defending this proceeding.  

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing was filed with the Clerk of the Court on May 16, 

2022 by using the Florida Courts E-Filing Portal System. Accordingly, a copy of the foregoing is 

being served to all attorneys/interested on the ePortal Electronic Service List, via transmission of 

Notices of Electronic Filing generated by the ePortal System.  
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PARTI & OLIVEIRA, PLLC 
 
/s/ Jose G. Oliveira 
Jose G. Oliveira, Esq. 
Florida Bar No.:  63308 
7380 W Sand Lake Rd, Suite 500 
Orlando, FL 32819 
E-Mail:  jose@po-law.com 
PH: (321) 947-0922 
File 21-001 
Respondent 
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The Florida Bar

Inquiry/Complaint Form

T-

PART ONE (See Page 1, PART ONE - Complainant Information.):

Your Name:

Organization: - '

Address: (HZXS!> 1^t)

City, State,Zip Code: ^
Phone:

Email: P«.3'<3oN»Z.«A£2.<a

ACAP Reference No.

Does this complaint pertain to a matter currently in litigation? Yes No

PART TWO (See Page 1, PART TWO - Attorney Information.):

Attorney's Name: L,\,'^(2.V^SkS Florida Bar No.
Address:

City, State, Zip Code : ^ ^ L.
Telephone: 3^1 ~ " 3^\—

PART THREE (See Page 1, PART THREE - Facts/Allegations.): The specific thing or things I
am complaining about are: (attach additional sheet).

PART FOUR (See Page 1, PART FOUR - Witnesses.): The witnesses in support of my
allegations are: (attach additional sheet).

PART FIVE (See Page 1, PART FIVE - Signature.): Under penalties of perjury, I declare that
the foregoing facts are true, correct and complete.

fS' o'^e
Print Name

Signatul^ U

Date



The Florida Bar
651 East Jefferson Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2300

Re: Ethical complaint gainst Attorney Jose Qiveiras
Horkia Bar Dcense Number 63308

To Whom It May Concern:

1 am a physicip who met Jose Oliveiras since 2009 through Amigos
Profesionales ('Professional Friends'), a social group we frequented. The social
groups purpose was to meet in a bar or restaurant, eat and drink and socialize
and m^e contacts for networking. Through this engs^ement. Attorney
Oliveira visited my office on several occasions.

1 contacted attorney Jose Oliveiras, In July 29, 2019 at 4:35, 1 contacted
attorney Jose Oliveiras; he did not answer the phone call at the moment 1 called,
but sent me a text saying he would call me bacx.

He called me back at 4:38 pm, on the same day; we greeted each other and I
proceeded to describe, in meticulous detail, tfe reason or my call and I was
very specific in the details of the damages and distress Omar Gonzalez, my
next door neighbor, was causing me.

I told Attorney Oliveiras how had a well planed scheme to defraud people;
how he told 3 other neighbors, that he was a pool builder, real state agent,
investor and that he took large amounts of money from them ($15,U00,
$35,000, $50,000, and some other sums) and never buih anything.

1  informed Attorney Oliveiras how Mr. Gonzalez disappeared and started
absconding from everybody neighbors that trusted him, people that saved
money over several years only to loose it to a con-artist

1 informed him how these victims of Mr. Gonzalez were people that did not
have the resources to pay for an attorney to recover the money taken from
then.

I told Attorney Oliveiras how Mr. Gonzalez operated and how Mr. Gonzalez
had approaching me for an investment proposal.



1 told Attorney Oliveiras how Mr. Gonzalez is like a hunter after a pray; he
worked tirelessly over a period of several years, to convince me to go in
business with him.

I told Attorney Oliveira how Mr. Gonzalez bragged that he was connected to
well known business owners in the community; that he owned properties that
paid him a tot of money in rent; how he was buying properties; now he would
construct or fix those properties and sold them for a profit.

1 told Attorney Oliveiras that 1 always managed to say no, but that Mr.
Gonzalez started doing favors for me, in my house, to gain my trust.

1 told Attorney Oliveiras that I was in the middle of my divorce, how Mr.
Gonzalez would come visit my house or would start conversation when I was
outside with the same story to do business, make you money; that he needed a
partner; that he wanted to start with something small and we can make tots of
money

I told Attorney Qiveiras how Mr. Gonzalez showed me all the upgrades in
appliances he had in his house and took me to see the estate Mr. Gonzalez was
building with all the upgrades of a high end house; and that, this property was
next to the property Mr. Gonzalez had convinced me to invest in with him.

I explained to Attorney Oliveiras that I fell for Mr. Gonzalez plan scheme.

I explained to Attorney Oliveiras that Omar approach me and convinced me
to buy the property a^acent to mine; that he had done the research; that we
could buy it and sell it.

1 explained to Attorney Oliveiras that Mr. Gonzalez had asked me to invest
$50,000 and that 1 stood to make an additional $50,000 from the sale of the
property

1 told Attorney Oliveiras 1 needed the money to pay my kids college tuition
and explained how Mr. Gonzalez wrote the contract with date that the
expected to close on the sale of the property and pay me my split of the
profits.

1 told Attorney Oliveiras how Mr. Gonzalez failed to close on the agreed upon
deadline; how Mr. Gonzalez started making up excuses, telling me lies.



1 told Attorney Oliveiras how Mr. Gonzalez never told me about the actual
closing dates, even after Mr. Gonzalez went behind my back, with my
investment, to purchase the property, nor informed me that he had sold the
property to a person that turned out to be an acquaintance we have in
common.

I toE Attorney Oliveiras how Mr. Gonzalez had executed his scheme to
defraud me, like so many others; how Mr. Gonzalez sold his estate together
with the property 1 invested $50,000.

Attorney Oliveiras and I talked for 16 minutes and Attorney Oliveiras
requested that 1 email him the contract 1 had executed with Mr. Gonzalez
together with the checks, and papers that were related or part of the contract
1 had with Mr. Gonzalez.

Attorney Oliveiras then saE he believed he knewMr. Gonzalez, whom he
believed he had represented in a theft case, but that Mr. Gonzalez was not his
client the moment.

I texted Attorrrey Oliveiras and asked him if he received the contract and he
responded he had.

1 texted Attorney Oliveiras July 29 2019 at 7:37pm to inquire as to what he
thought about the contract he did not answer me.

1 texted Attorney Oliveiras again July 30 2019 at 11:36 am to ask if he would
be to help me or if there was a problem with the case. At 3:19pm he texted me
saying he couldrit represent me, because he had a conflict of interest.

1 texted Attorney Oliveiras October 23, 2019 and I explained to him that he
had a conflict of interest indeed, that he and 1 had talked and that 1 disclosed,
in confEence and what 1 believed was under attorney-client privilege, what
Omar Gonzalez did to me. I also inquired as to how Attorney Oliveiras could
represent Mr. Gonzalez when, clearly he heard my entire side of the story and
received my evidence and documentation against Mr. Gonzalez.

Attorney Oliveiras response was: "Jorge, ̂ ^u may be right. Have 1 ever
represent you in a case? Because 1 couEn't find it in my records. Let me
know please. Jose Oliveira, Attorney at law As if, it is my problem to figure out



if he ever represented me in a case or anything. This is when Attorney
Oliveira began playing games and going down a rabbits hole insofar as it
concerns ethical rules of the practice of law

I texted Attorney Qiveiras: "Jose , you and me talked about the whole thing
and you asked me to send you copies of the documentation 1 have. No
response from Attorney Oliveiras.

Attorney Oliveiras, despite my objections and educating him on the fact that
there was a conflict of interest, he continued representing Mr. Gonzalez and
started to putting pressure with dilatory motions trying to dismiss the case.

Attorney Oliveiras is a deceiving, dishonest attorney who is not to be trusted.
He is a black stain on the practice of law and he will go to extremes to twist
the truth to get what he wants. Attorney Oliveiras is not what the Florida Bar
should strive to have as a member of the legal community and an officer of the
court.

To date. Attorney Oliveira filed a motion trying to set aside the final
judgment against Mr. Gonzalez, using lies and deception, especially that the
property was never purchased where the deeds clearly showed the opposite.

This is proof that Attorney Oliveira failed to acknowledge that he had a
conflict of interest, abused my trust to hear evidence for Mr. Gonzalez, used
the statements and narrative 1 provided in confidence and what 1 thought was
protected under attorney-client privilege to benefit Mr. Gonzalez, who is a
professional con-artist, a thief well known to the court system in several
counties in central Florida, an individual who has active cases against him by
the state of Florida and several families of the group that had the resources to
come after him for fraud and other criminal acts.

FLORIDA BAR RULE 4-1.9(a) - "A lawyer who has formerlv represented a
client in a matter must not afterward represent another person in the same or
a substantiallv related matter in which that person's interests are materially
adverse to the interests of the former client unless the former client gives
informed consent."

FLORIDA BAR ETHICS OPINION 92-1 issued November 1, 1992 - "The
ethical duty of confidentiality can attach in an initial consultation, as the
Preamble to the Rules of Professional Conduct recognizes:



"Most of the duties flowing from the client-lawyer relationship attach only
after the client has requested the lawyer to render legal services and the
lawyer has agreed to do so. But there are some duties, such as that of
confidentiality under rule 4- 1.6. which may attach when the lawyer agrees to
consider whether a client-lawver relationship shall be established. Whether a
client-lawver relationship exists for any specific purpose can depend on the
circumstances and may be a question of fact.

FLORIDA BAR ETHICS OPINION 07-3 issued January 16,2009 - A person
seeking legal services who sends information unilaterally to a lawyer has no
reasonable expectation of confidentiality regarding that information. A
lawyer who receives information unilaterally from a person seeking legal
services who is not a prospective client within Rule 4-1.18, has no conflict of
interest if already representing or is later asked to represent an adversary and
may use or disclose tne information.

On the other hand, if the lawyer has discussed the possibility of
representation with a person or agreed to consider representing the person,
that person is a "prospective clienf under Rule 4-1.18. and the lawyer therefore
owes the person a duty of confidentiality which may create a conflict of
interest in representation of an adversaf v

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL
CONDUCT 1.18: Duties to a Prospective Client - "(b) Even when no client-
lawver relationship ensues, a lawyer who has learned information from a
prospective client shall not use or reveal that information, except as Rule 1.9
would permit with respect to information of a former client
(c) A lawyer subject to paragraph (b) shall not represent a client with interests
materially adverse to those of a prospective client in the same or a
substantially related matter if the lawyer received information from the
prospective client that could be significantly harmful to that person in the
matter, except as provided in paragraph (d). If a lawyer is disqualified from
representation under this paragraph, no lawyer in a firm with which that
lawyer is associated may knowingly undertake or continue representation in
such a matter, except as provided in paragraph (d).

FLORIDA BAR ETHICS OPINION 07-3 issued January 16, 2009 - "Rule
4-1.18, adopted by the Supreme Court of Florida in 2006, defines a
prospective client in subdivision (a) as A person who discusses with a lawyer
the possibility of forming a client-lawver relationship with respect to a matter
is a prospective clientSubdivision (b) provides that "Even when no client-
lawver relationship ensues, a lawyer who has had discussions with a
prospective client shall not use or reveal information learned in the



consukayon, except as rule 4-1.9 would permit with respect to information of
a former clientThe comment to Rule 4-1.18 provides as follows:
Not all persons who communicate information to a lawyer are entitled to
protection under this rule. A person who communicates information
unilaterally to a lawyer, without any reasonable expectation that the lawyer is
willing to discuss the possibility of forming a client-lawyer relationship, is not
a prospective client within the meaning of subdivision (a).

On the other hand, if the lawver has discussed the possibilitv of
representation with a person or agreed to consider representing the person,
that person is a prospective clienf under Rule 4-1.18, and the lawver therefore
owes the person a dutv of confidentiality which mav create a conflict of
interest in representation of an adversary

This is not Attorney Oliveiras first ethical violation: this is his second known
and verv similar ethical violation. Attornev Oliveiras was alreadv adjudicated
guilty by the Fbrida Supreme Court March 5. 2020 for a violations
investigated and assigned Florida Bar File No. 2019-30.810(9D). The
achudication was issued bv the Florida Supreme Court because Attornev
Oliveiras admitted and entered a guilt plea for consent judgment lanuarv 22.
2020.

Attorney Oliveira received a public reprimand and had to pay $2,048.00 for
costs for failing to discbse to a prospective client that Attorney Oliveiras
already had a prior working relationship with an adverse party with
competing interests over the same subject matter and issue.

Attornev Oliveiras pled guilty to violating Florida Bar Rule 4-1.4)(a), Florida
Bar Rule 4-1.4)(b). Rbrida Bar Rule 4-1.7(5. Florida Bar Rule 4-1.7(b), Florida
Bar Rule 4-1.7(c), aixl Florida Bar Rule 4-1.9(a).

Mr. Oliveiras. who had claimed to be remorseful as part of his guikv pteading
of lanuarv 22. 2020, has just committed a similar disregard for conflict of
interests and the ethical rules of the Florida Bar. Mr. Oliveiras has violated
Florida Bar Rule 4-1.9<a). Florida Bar Rule 4-1.6. Florida Bar Rule 4-1.18. and
possibly others. Mr. Oliveiras and I were discussing the possibility of legal
representation when he requested that 1 send him the contract, the checks and
all documentary evidence that 1 had against Mr. Gonzalez. Mr. Oliveiras
received the documentation pursuant to his request. Attorney Oliveiras
deckled to keep and use the ill-obtained documents for the benefit of Mr
Gonzalez under the guise of considering my legal representation.



Attorney Oliveiras used the 16 minute telephone discussion and subsequent
emails and texts get me to give him information that he should have kept
confidential.
Attorney Oliveira is now filing motions and other pleadings representing Mr.
Gonzalez, an adversary in the civil matter I have against Mr. Gonzalez and
which I briefed Attorney Oliveiras on and provided him documents
concerning the case and issue 1 discussed with Mr. Uliveiras.

How many more times will the Rorida Bar allow Attorney Oliveiras to
disregard its ethical rules pertaining to conflict of interests and prospective
clients with such wanton and wilRng disregard? How many times does
Attorr^y Oliveiras need to net, by trickery and misrepresentation, evidence
he intentionally and willfully used in a court of law and justice to influence
the outcome of a case before the court, before the Florida Bar no longer
considers it a minor misconduct?

Attorney Oliveiras was already r^rimanded in January 2020 and it did me, a
constituent resident of Orange County Florida, no good. He continues to
derive an unfair and illegal Benefit for his clients and undermine the justice
system at the expense of those seeking justice under the same justice system.

I ask that the Florida Bar considers this second ethical violation concerning
conflict of interests by Attorney Oliveiras a m^or misconduct and consider
and declare Attorney Oliveiras to be a habitual offender of the ethical rules of
the Florida Bar. 1 ask that the Florida Bar sanctbn and disbar Attorney
Oliveiras for preying on unsuspecting clients seeking redress in the judicial
system who mistakenly trusted Attorney Oliveiras to follow professional ethic
rules as an officer of the court

Sincerely

F Jorge Gonzalez
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confidential.
Attorney Oliveira is now filing motions and other pleadings representing Mr.
Gonzalez, an adversary in the civil matter 1 have against Mr. Gonzalez and
which 1 briefed Attornev Oliveiras on and provided him documents
concerning the case and issue 1 discussed with Mr. Oliveiras.

How many more times will the Florida Bar allow Attorney Qiveiras to
disregard its ethical rules pertaining to conflict of interests and prospective
clients with such wanton and wilmg disregard? How many times does
Attorney Oliveiras need to net, by trickery and misrepresentation, evidence
he intentionally and willfully used in a court of law and justice to influence
the outcome of a case before the court, before the Florida Bar no bnger
considers it a minor misconduct?

Attori^y Oliveiras was already r^rimanded in January 2020 and it did me, a
constituent resident of Orange County Florida, no good. He continues to
derive an unfair and illegal benefit for his clients and undermine the justice
system at the expense of those seeking justice under the same justice system.

1 ask that the Florida Bar considers this second ethical violation concerning
conflict of interests by Attorney Oliveiras a major misconduct and consider
and declare Attorney Oliveiras to be a habitual offender of the ethical rules of
the Fbrida Bar. I ask that the Florida Bar sanctbn and disbar Attorney
Oliveiras for preying on unsuspecting clients seeking redress in the judicial
system who mistakenly trusted Attorney Oliveiras to follow professional ethic
rules as an officer of the court.

Sincerely

FJorge Gonzalez
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